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We study subspaces V of the space Ri of forms of degree j in the ring R - 
K[[$ ,..., x,,]]. If V C Rj 3 th e 
7 n (x1 )..., 
ancestor ideal of V is the largest ideal 7 in R with 
x,)j=(V).LetVCRj, WCR,~.I~~>O,R,V=({~~~~ER,, 
z, E V} and Ii-,V = V: Rs = ({f 1 R,f C V}) (see [2] for this notation). We say 
that the ancestor ideal W is related to v (or W is related to V) if W = Ria ,...., 
RilV. In Theorem 1 we show that the number of W related to a fixed 7 is finite. 
Thus we can use the number of W related to v as a measure of simplicity foi 
vector spaces of forms (see [2]). 
We define the excess of V by e(V) = dim R,V - dim Rl W( j, d). Here 
V C Ri has dimension d and W( j, d) is the vector space of the first d monomials 
of degree j in lexicographic order. It was Macaulay (see [3,4]) who first showed 
that e(V) > 0 and that there is an integer N such that 
e(R,V) = 0, t's 3 N. (1) 
If V C Ri is any vector space satisfying (l), we say that V (or v) is numerically 
stable by degree j + N. Using ideas of Hermann [l], it is easy to strengthen 
Macaulay’s result to show that there exists a uniform bound for numerical 
stability for all degreej vector spaces of forms: In Lemma 2 we show that given j, 
there exists N(j) such that if V C Ri , then e(R,V) = 0, Vs > N(j). 
We say V C Rj is algebraically stable by degree j + N if 
-- 
R,V = RN+lV = ... . (1’) 
In Lemma 3 and Corollary 4 we show (1) 3 (1’): Numerical stability 
by degree j + N implies algebraic stability by degree j + N and we give an 
example to show the converse is false. 
Finally, in Theorem 5, we use the last results and the method of our first 
result to show that the number of complete Hilbert functions 9 (complete 
types in the notation of [2]) for degree j vector spaces is finite. Theorem 5 has 
been used in a proof that Grass Y, parametrizing V C Rj with dimension V = d 
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and F( V) = 5 is a constructible subset of the Grassman manifold parametrizing 
all d-dimensional subspaces of Rj (see [2]). 
We would like to thank A. Iarrobino for many helpful discussions and D. 
Eisenbud for his discussion of G. Hermann’s finiteness results. 
THEOREM 1. Let V C Rj be a vector space of degree j form. Then the number 
of classes w related to r is jnite. 
Proof. Induction on j: I f  j = 0, then V = R,, = K, and W related to V 
implies W = r = R. 
Suppose by way of induction that the theorem is true for deg V < j and let 
VCR~.ItiseasytoseethatR_~VC...CR_;VC~CCC...andsinceR -- 
is Noetherian 3 i s.t. R,V = R,+lV = ... (see [2, Lemma 2.11). It follows that if 
k 3 1 > i and s > 0, then 
R-,R,V = R,-,-,R,V. (2) 
Now by [2, Lemma2.61, if Wis related to Band W # V, then W = Rzt ,..., RllV, 
where the &‘s are alternating in sign and 3u with 1 < u < t such that 0 < 1 lr 1 < 
* .. < 1 1, 1 and if u < t, ] 1, 1 > ) 1U+1 1 > ... > 1 It I > 0. We denote the 
number of W related to r by #(W rel V). Then 
#( W rel V) < #(( W rel V with Zr < i) u ( W rel V with Zr > i)) + 1. 
Since those classes in the second set reduce by (2) to classes in the first set, we have 
#(Wrel 8) = #(Wrel V with Zr < i) + 1 
< #(Wrel rwith 1r < iand u > 1) 
+#(WrelVwithZ,<iandu=l)+l. 
(3) 
Those w’s in the first parentheses of (3), with u > 1, satisfy W rel R,IR,lV with 
1 Z, 1 < I 2s j < i. Thus the degree of R,2R,1V is less than j if Zr > 0. By the 
induction hypothesis applied to the finite set {R,,RzlV 1 0 < II < i>, the 
#(Wrel v  ] 0 < Zr < i, u > 1) is finite. I f  Zr < 0 then by the induction 
hypothesis applied to the finite set {Rl,V / -j < Zr < 0}, we conclude that 
#(W rel r with Zr < i, u > 1, Zr < 0) is finite. Thus the first number in (3) 
is finite. Those W’s in the second parenthesis of (3) are finite in number since 
the total number of sequences (Zr ,..., It) with u = 1, hence i > I II I > 
j 18 1 > ... > 1 It I, is finite. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 1 shows that we may use the number of W related to V as a measure 
of simplicity on S if S is a set of vector spaces satisfying: If  V, WE S and V is 
related to W and W is related to V then V = W (see [2]). The example V = 
Qe, ysz?, z%s) and W = %V shows that the set of all vector spaces does not 
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satisfy the above condition in three variables: Since R-,W = V; and x2yZz2 E 
R-, W, but x2y2z2 # RIV, hence r # W. 
We turn next to the problem of finding a uniform bound for numerical stability 
of V C Rj . Hermann shows in [l] that if fii E K[[x, ,..., xn]] = R, i = I,..., t, 
j = I,..., s, and degfij < q, Vi, j, then the solution system of the equations 
C;=,fijzi = 0, i = l,..., t, has degree at most m(t, q, n) = Cyil (q . t)2i. If 
V C Rj then by Hilbert’s syzygy theorem the graded ideal r C R has a unique 
minimal homogeneous resolution of length no more than a: 
O-+F,+F,,-l+ . ..-+F.+F,+ r-0. 
Let dir(V),..., d,,c,,(V) denote the degrees of the generators of the free R- 
modules Fi . By Hilbert’s theorem on characteristic polynomials, if q > 
m=dM9, th en dim Rg-jV is given by a polynomial p, of degree at most 
n - 1 in q (see [5, p. 247). Th e result of Hermann applied successively to the 
free modules of the resolution shows that 3M( j) s.t. VV C Rj , M(j) > 
m=d&,j( W Th us, as is well known, we have a uniform bound for when 
polynomial growth occurs for V C Rj . We now conclude there is also a uniform 
bound for numerical stability of I’ in the sense of (1). 
LEMMA 2. G%m j, there is un N(j) such that VV C R, , Vs > N(j), e(R,V) = 0. 
Proof. By the preceding discussion, if V C R, , then dim RupjV is given by 
a polynomial P,, of degree at most n - 1 in q, for q > M(j). For each I’, the 
following n values of p, , p,(M( j)), p,(lM( j) + l),..., p,(M( j) + n - 1) uniquely 
determine the rest of the values of p( V). But there are only finitely many possible 
sets {dim RM~j)-jV,..., dim RM~j)-j+n-lV) for V C Ri . Consequently there are 
only finitely many possible polynomials p,(q),..., pk(q) expressing dim Rq-jV 
for V C Rj , q > M(j). Let VI ,..., V, be subspaces of Rj corresponding to 
p, ,..., p,; thus dim R,-jVl = pi(q), when q > M(j). By Macaulay’s theorem 
(see (1) and [3]), 3Nr ,..., Nk such that e(R,VJ = 0, Vs > Ni . We set N(j) = 
max(N, ,..., Nk , M(j)). It follows that if V C Ri , then 3i such that pi(q) = 
dim R,+V, q > N(j). Hence e(R,V) = 0, Vs > N(j) > Nt . Therefore N(j) 
serves as a uniform bound for numerical stability of V C Rj . 
Remark. We note that polynomial growth of dim V, dim R,V,..., dim Ra+V 
even of the “right degree” need not imply excess zero, for if V = (x2, xy, y2) C 
R, C k[[x, y, z]] then dim RgV = 3 + Sq + 3q2, when q > 0, but e(V) = 1, 
not 0. 
Notice that if W(j, a) denotes the first “a” degree j monomials, then 
a < b * dim R,W(j, a) < dim R,W(j, b). (4) 
Using (4) and the fact that e(V) > 0, VV C Rj , it is easy to see that dim R-,V < 
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dim R,W( j, dim I’), VV C Rs giving us a notion of “backwards” excess 
(which we will not further need). 
We now show numerical stability implies algebraic stability in Lemma 3 and 
Corollary 4. 
LEMMA 3. If V C R, and e(V) = 0, then v = @. 
Proof. Suppose V $ R-,R,V. Then dim V < dim R-,R,V. So 
e(R-,R,V) = dim R&V - dim R,W(j, dim RdlR,V) 
= dim RI V - dim RI W( j, dim R-,R, V) by [2, Sect. 21, 
< dim R,V - dim R, W( j, dim I’) = 0 by (4). 
We get e(R-,RIV) < 0 which is a contradiction. Hence V = R-,R,V. To show 
v = R,V we need to show that R,V = R,,R,V. Using the elementary 
inclusions [2,‘(6)] and V = R-,R,V this follows readily. 
COROLLARY 4. If N( j) is the uniform bound for numerical stability of degree j 
vector spaces of forms, then RN(j) V = r, , i.e., v Cm C ..* C RN01 V = 
RNG.)+IV = 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Lemmas 2 and 3. 
Corollary 4 shows that numerical stability by degree s implies algebraic 
stability by degree s (see (l), (1’)). Th e example V = (A.+, y2) in k[[x, y, z]] 
shows that the converse is false: V is algebraically stable by degree 2, but is not 
numerically stable until degree 4. 
Let V C Rj . Then the complete Hilbert function, Y(V), of V is defined to be 
the function F = F(V): (Z u Zz u .--) --f Z, F(i, ,..., i,) = cod(R, ,..., R,,V) 
in R,, where j’ = j + C:=, i, . By convention .?(i, ,..., is) = 0 ‘if j’ < 0. 
(F(V) is called the complete type in [2]). The complete Hilbert function of 
V C Rj gives all information about the dimension of vector spaces related to V. 
THEOREM 5. The number of complete Hilbert functions for all vector spaces of 
degree j forms is jinite. 
Proof. If j = 0 then there are only two complete Hilbert functions. We use 
complete induction; so we suppose that the theorem is true for all degrees less 
than j and prove it for degree j. Let N(j) be a uniform bound for numerical and 
algebraic stability of V C Rj , i.e., VV C Rj and Vs > N(j), e(R,V) = 0, and 
RNtj) V = rm (Lemma 2, Corollary 4). 
The domain of the complete Hilbert function of V C R, consists of all sequences 
of integers (i1 ,..., i,) with s variable. By the length of (il ,..., is) we will mean 
x:-i 1 i, I. Notice that cod R,,V runs through a finite number of possibilities for 
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V’C Rj so we will assume i, # 0, VI = l,..., s. By [2, Lemma 2.61 we need only 
consider sequences 
(i1 ,-.., i,) (5) 
with iz’s alternating in sign and ( i1 j < ... < 1 i, 1 and if t < S, / i, 1 3 / it+l I > 
. ..>Ii.I.Ifil~N(j)andIi,I-lii,13N(j),thenIi,I>/i,I>...>/i,l 
and by Corollary 4, Rill a.* RilV = Ri8+...+ilV. I f  i1 > N(j) and I il I - / iz I < 
N(j), then by Corollary 4, RiS ,..., RilV = RiS ,..., R, R. _ R V with the s2+t1 ~(3) ~6) 
indices of the latter expression still alternating in s$n, and the length of the 
latter expression shorter than the length of the former. By [2, Lemma 2.61, 
Ri, *.* RisR~,+i,-N~)RN(j)V = Rill ye..) RiltV and the length of the derived 
expression is shorter. After a finite number of simplifications, Ri ... RilV = 
4; ..* Ri;V with (i:,..., k i”) satisfying (5) and i: < N(j). Thus w: need only 
consider sequences 
(4 ,..-, 4) which satisfy (5) and also have ii < N(j). (5’) 
Let D be the set of all such sequences. Then D = A, u A, u A3 u A, is a 
disjoint union where 
A, = set of all sequences (5’) with il < 0, 
A, = set of all sequences (5’) with ii > 0, s = 1 (r = l), 
A, = set of all sequences (5’) with i,>O,t>l, 
A, = set of all sequences (5’) with i1 > 0, t = 1 (S > 1). 
See Figure 1. 
N(j) +j  
FE. 1. Graphs of Sequence in Ai. 
To show that the numher of complete Hilbert functions for V C Rj is finite 
it certainly suffices to show the finiteness of the number of restrictions Y( V) 1 Ai , 
i = 1,2, 3,4 of all complete Hilbert functions Y(V) for V C Rj . We consider 
each restriction in turn. 
A,: I f  (ii ,...) i,) is a sequence in A, then Ri,V C Rj# with j’ < j. The 
complete induction hypothesis shows (r I A,) is a finite set. 
A,: I f  ii > N(j) then cod Ril V is determined by cod 4, ; V since N(j) is 
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a uniform bound for numerical stability of V C Rj . Hence Y 1 A, is determined 
by the possible sets {cod R,V, . . . , cod RN(j) V} which run through a finite number 
of possibilities. 
A,: As in case A, , {Y 1 As} is a finite set since the number of complete 
Hilbert functions for Rt2Ri,V, i1 > 0, is < 0 1 is 1 > 1 ir 1, V C Rj is finite by 
the complete induction hypothesis. 
A,: Since N(j) 3 I i1 / 3 1 i, j > 1 i3 1 > ... > 1 i, 1, there are only finitely 
many possible sequences, so that the number of ways of assigning codimensions 
to these sequences is also finite, and {Y j A4} is a finite set. 
We conclude that the number of complete Hilbert functions for V C Rj is 
finite. 
COROLLARY 6. There is an r(j) such that ;f  V C Rj and W is related to V then 
e(R,W) = 0, k >, r(j). 
Proof. W.1.o.g. we assume N(j) is monotonically increasing. By using the 
method of simplification described in the paragraph preceding (S), we see that 
Wrel V implies W = R,# ,..., Ri,V with I i, ( < N(j), I = l,..., s - 1. Thus 
W = RisV’ with deg V’ < N(j) + j. Consequently e(R,W) = 0, k > 
N(N( j) + j). So we set r( j) = N(N( j) + j). 
COROLLARY 7. If V C Rj and W is related to V then R, W = mm if k > r(j). 
Proof. Immediate from Corollaries 4 and 6. 
Numerical bounds for N(j) can be obtained using the preceding discussion 
but we feel these bounds for N(j) are so poor as to suggest a need for better 
algebraic tools. For example, are there exact sequences, relating {R,V}? Does 
e(V) = 0 => e(R,V) = O? 
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